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YEAR ONE 
 

INTRODUCTION TO CHOIR NOTES – A “NOTE” FROM MR. SPEAR 
 

Welcome to Choir!  I’m excited to have you in class, and am very glad you chose to sing! Choir is 
a class that changed my life and I hope it changes yours too.  As part of your class requirements, 
you will be working through a program called CHOIR NOTES each quarter.  CHOIR NOTES is a 
series of lessons and assignments designed to help you grow in music literacy- the ability to 
read the language of music!  CHOIR NOTES focuses on three areas: rhythm, pitch, and music 
symbols & history.  Reading music is an important part of being a great musician and these 
lessons will help you become a musically literate person, in addition to the vocal work we do 
together in class.   
 
There are FOUR parts to each quarter’s CHOIR NOTES assignment:  

1.) Read the online lesson.  
2.) Watch the lesson video if one is provided.  
3.) Complete the written assignment for that quarter- which you can get from the CHOIR 

NOTES file box in the front of the room.  
4.) Take the Quiz!  Quiz dates will be announced in class each quarter.  You must pass the 

quiz with a 80% or higher to proceed to the next level.  
 
Your goal is to complete 2 CHOIR NOTES lessons each SEMESTER you take choir (4 in a whole 
year). There are 24 CHOIR NOTES lessons, so if you take choir in 7th grade, and take all the way 
through high school, there is a new lesson for you each quarter through your senior year.  You 
can learn something new every quarter you take choir.  
 
If you would like to do MORE than 1 lesson per quarter, you may do so.  You can arrange this 
with Mr. Spear. You must do the lessons in order, and pass each Quiz with an 80% or higher to 
move on. 
 
For High School students, part of your semester final exam will be taken from your CHOIR 
NOTES lessons each semester. 
 
Again - welcome to choir!  I’m truly glad you’re here.  Remember- nothing is worth doing unless 
it is well done.  Always give your best and you’ll be amazed at what you can do, and what we 
can do together in choir.  If you have questions or a concern, please do not hesitate to contact 
me!  Musically yours,  
 
Mr. Spear   jspear@rochester3a.net 
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Choir notes lesson one  
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MUSIC NOTES 1: There are many different types of notes.  Let’s start with the 3 basics:  

      or  or
   WHOLE NOTE      HALF NOTE          QUARTER NOTE  
    4 beats each     2 beats each              1 beat each 
 

Notice each note lasts for a specific length of BEATS.  In music, the BEAT is the steady pulse you 
feel as the song plays.  Try tapping your foot to the next song you hear.  Chances are you’ll be 
tapping a steady pulse, and that steady pulse IS the BEAT! 
 
To sing a WHOLE NOTE, I feel the beat inside, and hold my voice out for 4 BEATS.   
To sing a HALF NOTE, I feel the beat inside, and hold my voice out for 2 BEATS.  
To sing a QUARTER NOTE, I feel the beat inside, and hold my voice out for 1 BEAT.   
 
Notice that a HALF note = ½ of a WHOLE NOTE in length, and a QUARTER NOTE = ¼ of a 
WHOLE NOTE in length.  That is why they are named “HALF” and “QUARTER” notes.   
 
A WHOLE NOTE is called “whole” because it fills a whole bar of music, like this: 

=4=x====. 
The WHOLE NOTE above is written on a MUSIC STAFF.  The music staff contains 5 parallel lines 
and 4 spaces between them. Notes can be written on LINES or on SPACES:   
 

LINE NOTES    ===d=vxz=l===    SPACE NOTES   ===e=W=Y={===     
 
 
Lines and spaces on the MUSIC STAFF are numbered from bottom to top: 

      LINE NUMBERS    =================      SPACE NUMBERS   =============      
            1     2    3    4    5                                                  1    2    3     4 

 
The MUSIC STAFF is like a graph that shows PITCH – the highness and lowness of the tone.  As 
notes are written on higher lines and spaces, they are higher in pitch.  Notes on lower lines and 
spaces are lower in pitch.    
 
 
 



EXAMPLE:           Pitch getting higher               Pitch getting lower    

===d=v==x==z==l===     ===k==o==w=====e==     
In addition to PITCH, the MUSIC STAFF can also show TIME, since each type of note is held for a 
different number of musical beats.  The patterns created by sounds and silences of various 
lengths are called RHYTHM, which is the TIME element of music.  
 
The music STAFF is separated into units called MEASURES.  They are called “measures” because 
each one contains an equal number of beats, and thus “measures” a length of musical time.  
Each MEASURE is separated by a BAR LINE.   
 
        Measure                    Measure               Measure 

=========================================================== 

                                              Bar Line   Bar Line                  Bar Line 

Now let’s get into reading some real music.  We’ll begin with COUNTING RHYTHMS. 
 
The first STAFF of a song will contain a set of two numbers called the TIME SIGNATURE.  The 
TIME SIGNATURE tells us how many total beats will be written in each measure.  See the 
following example: 
 

4   - Top number tells us the number of beats in each measure 
4   - Bottom number tells us the note type that equals 1 beat in the song.  

   (More on this some other lesson! For now just remember the TOP  
                              number means the number of beats in each measure of music!) 
 

Trivia Time-Out: Sometimes instead of 4 / 4 you will see the letter C where the TIME SIGNATURE 
should be.  This stands for COMMON TIME and means the music is in 4/4 time.  That is because 
4/4 is the most common time signature!  Now you know!  Time in! 

 
To count the rhythm of a song, assign numbers to each note to represent HOW LONG each 
note lasts, and WHAT BEAT (or beats) of the measure each note falls on.      
EXAMPLE:  

4 
     1-2-3-4     1-2       3-4              1     2     3     4         1-2          3       4 
  
SUPER MEGA IMPORTANT COUNTING RULES:  

1.) EVERY MEASURE starts on 1, no matter what kind of note starts it.  
2.) In EVERY MEASURE, count up to the top number of the TIME SIGNATURE. 
3.) NEVER COUNT HIGHER than the TOP NUMBER of the TIME SIGNATURE! 
4.) Use a DASH to connect the counting numbers of HALF and WHOLE notes (and any note 

that lasts longer than 1 beat). This shows those beats are connected. 
 



Musical REST symbols indicate to STOP singing for a certain length of time.  Each type of note 
has an equal REST symbol.  WHOLE, HALF, and QUARTER RESTS are below: 

0    9    8 
    WHOLE  REST        HALF REST                  QUARTER REST  

       4 Silent Beats                             2 Silent Beats       1 Silent Beat  
 

Tip: A WHOLE REST looks like a hole in the ground.  A HALF REST looks like a hat. 

 
When counting music with rests, put parentheses (  ) around the numbers on REST counts to 
show they are silent beats.  EXAMPLE:   

         
     1-2-3-4                (1-2-3-4)              1-2       (3)    4         1     (2)     3 - 4         
 
 

Now that’s basics of RHYTHM.   But what about melodies and singing songs?   
 

In Choir we will use a system called SOLFEGE to learn how to sing notes.    
SOLFEGE is a set of Italian syllables that help us to sing scales and melodies.  
You’re likely already familiar with them:  

 

DO   RE  MI  FA SO  LA TI      DO 
 
 

When you sing all 8 of 
these syllables in a row 
(notice the first and last are 
the same!) you are singing 
a MAJOR SCALE.   
 
We will practice these 
often in class!    
 
Each solfege syllable has a 
HAND SIGN associated 
with it. These are called the 
Curwen Hand Signs, and 
are pictured to  the right!  
Memorize these ASAP!   
 
To finish Lesson One, we 
have just one more topic to 
cover. READ ONWARD   
 
      Image source: https://www.musicmindgames.com/node/217 
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To help you read your music as you get started in choir, it is important to know which line to 
sing, as most songs we do will have many different lines of music to look at.   
 
You will be assigned a VOICE PART in choir: Soprano, Alto, Tenor or Bass after a simple voice 
check at the piano with Mr. Spear.  The following table tells what each voice part assignment 
means.  
 

 

SOPRANO – Higher Female Voice, Melody singer (Treble Clef) 
ALTO – Lower Female or Unchanged Boy’s Voice, Harmony singer (Treble Clef) 
TENOR – Higher Male Changed Voice (can use Bass or Treble Clef) 
BASS or BARITONE – Lower Male Changed Voice (Bass Clef) 

 

For more help - See Mr. Spear’s Supplementary Lesson “Finding your Part” p. 31-35 of “One Minute Theory Book 1” 
 

 
Mr. Spear has to take many factors into consideration when assigning voice parts.  What voice 
part you sing may change from time to time, or even many times throughout your singing 
career. Always feel free to discuss your voice part assignment with Mr. Spear, but be flexible 
and keep in mind it is ultimately up to your director what part you sing!  
 
And finally, it is important to know that at the start of every MUSIC STAFF is written a CLEF 
SIGN. Clefs are symbols that assign notes to each line and space of the STAFF.   
 
 

The two main clef signs are:  
 

TREBLE CLEF:    For HIGHER pitches: SOPRANO, ALTO, and TENOR music lines.      

BASS CLEF:  


   For LOWER pitches: BARITONES & BASSES (sometimes TENOR).  

 
Which clef sign you read will depend on the voice part Mr. Spear assigns you in choir. 

 
That’s it for CHOIR NOTES LESSON ONE!  BRAVO – you made it!   
 
PLEASE CLICK HERE TO WATCH CHOIR NOTES VIDEO 1. 
 

Be sure to complete the written assignment and                      
Take QUIZ 1 by the DUE DATE announced in class! 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iQ_rr_Qhbpo


Name ___________________________________   Class:  ______     Date: _________________ 
 

MR. SPEAR’S CHOIR NOTES: ASSIGNMENT 1 
 

A. MATCH the definitions on the right to the terms on the left by WRITING THE LETTER of 
the correct answer on the blank.  

 

1. _____ STAFF     A. highest female voice part 
2. _____ MEASURE     B. used for Bass parts, sometimes Tenor 
3. _____ BAR LINE    C. two numbers that help you count rhythm 
4. _____ CLEF SIGN    D. a way to physically show solfege syllables 
5. _____ TREBLE CLEF    E. five lines and four spaces 
6. _____ BASS CLEF    F. the highness or lowness of a sound 
7. _____ TIME SIGNATURE   G. musical silence 
8. _____ SOLFEGE    H. the highest male voice part 
9. _____ MAJOR SCALE    I. a symbol that assigns notes to the staff 
10. _____ REST      J. each has an equal number of beats 
11. _____ BEAT      K. the lowest male voice part 
12. _____ PITCH     L. another symbol for 4/4 or common time 
13. _____ RHYTHM    M. the lower female voice part 
14. _____ SOPRANO    N. separates measures  
15. _____ ALTO    O. used for Soprano, Alto, & Tenor parts 
16. _____ TENOR    P. a set of Italian words for singing  
17. _____ BASS    Q. tells the number of beats per measure 
18. _____ CURWEN HAND SIGN  R. patterns created by sounds and silences 
19. _____ C    S. solfege pattern Do Re Mi Fa So La Ti Do 
20. _____ TIME SIGNATURE TOP   T. the steady pulse of the music 

NUMBER     
 

B. SHORT ANSWER. Answer each question or statement below in 1-2 sentences.  
 

1. What goals do you have for being in choir?  Why do you want to be in the class? 
 
 
 

2. Explain how a music staff is like a graph.  
 

 
 
3. What are the three super mega important rhythm counting rules?  

 
 
 
 
 

4. What are two things Curwen Hand Signs can help you with?  
 

 

 

 



C. RHYTHM MATH. Add the values of the notes and rests in 4/4 time below and WRITE 
THE SUM on the blanks. Rests DO count for value (Rests do NOT count as 0).  

1. ==W===f===s==      ______ 4.  =s=;=s==S=W=d=     _______ 

2. ==U===Y===;==      ______ 5.   =:==;==<=:==:==   _______ 

3. ==S===:==s===      ______ 6. =d===<==f===s==      _______ 

 
D. RHYTHM COUNTING. Write counts under each note & rest of these rhythms:  

1.     
2.      

3
4.=&=4=d======W===U==!====<==!==S===S===Z===:=!===;===i===-=. 

5. =&=0=z====!==f==;=!==W==;==W=!==T==Y==:==Z=!=y====-. 

 
E. Write the Solfege Syllable that is represented by each Curwen Hand Sign below.   

 
 
                                

1. ______  2. ______   3. ______      4. ______             5. ______ 
 

F. Compose a 4-measure rhythm in 4/4 time in the box below.                
a. Use all 3 NOTE symbols, and at least 2 different REST symbols.  
b. Draw BAR LINES to separate measures.  
c. Make sure every measure adds up to 4 TOTAL BEATS. 
d. Add RHYTHM COUNTS. 
 

     


